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STATE OF ILLINOIS 
 

ILLINOIS COMMERCE COMMISSION 
 
 
Illinois Commerce Commission : 
   On Its Own Motion : 
 :  Docket No. 11-0622 
 : 
Amendment of 83 Ill. Adm. Code 730 : 
 
 

Staff’s Reply Comments to Competitive Providers Comments on First Notice of  
Proposed Rulemaking 

 
 NOW COMES the Staff of the Illinois Commerce Commission (“Staff”) and files 

its Reply Comments to the Competitive Providers Comments on First Notice of 

Proposed Rulemaking filed on November 21, 2011.  For the reasons set forth in these 

Reply Comments, the Competitive Providers arguments regarding the alleged 

deficiencies should be rejected in their entirety.  

The Competitive Providers allege that the proposed amendments to Part 730 

adopted by the Commission on first notice “would create disparate regulation between 

Electing Providers and other providers of competitive services…” and that “such 

amendments would be inconsistent with the language, policy and purpose of the Act.”  

(Competitive Providers (CP) Comments at 1)  In order to correct these perceived 

deficiencies, the Competitive Providers propose a series of changes to the proposed 

amendments to Part 730. (CP Comments at 5 – 6)  Staff disagrees with the Competitive 

Providers regarding the alleged deficiencies in the proposed amendments and 

recommends that the Commission reject in their entirety the further changes that the 

Competitive Providers recommend. 
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Public Act 96-0927 created a new regulatory classification, termed market 

regulation.  (220 ILCS 5/13-506.2)  Carriers that are regulated pursuant to Section 13-

504 or Section 13-505 or alternative regulation Section 13-506.1 are permitted to elect 

to have rates, terms, and conditions of their competitive retail services solely 

determined and regulated pursuant to market regulation. (Id.)  The proposed 

amendments to Part 730 adopted by the Commission on first notice afford all 

telecommunications carriers that elect market regulation identical treatment.  While the 

Competitive Providers do not specifically define what they mean when they refer to 

“other providers of competitive services” that receive disparate treatment, Staff 

presumes these to be telecommunications carriers that are providing competitive 

services that have not elected to be regulated pursuant to market regulation.   Thus, 

Staff presumes the Competitive Providers concern to be a disparity under the rule 

between the manner in which carriers that have elected to be regulated pursuant to 

market regulation and those that have not are treated. 

As an initial matter, nothing precludes “telecommunications carriers that are 

providing competitive services” from electing market regulation.  Thus, 

telecommunications carriers that have not elected to be regulated pursuant to market 

regulation have it within their own power to elect market regulation and eliminate any 

disparity in regulation pursuant to the proposed Part 730.  Therefore, the remedy that 

the Competitive Providers seek through their comments, parity in treatment under Part 

730, is within their sole power to achieve through their election of market regulation.  

Furthermore, the amendments to Part 730 adopted by the Commission on first 

notice treat telecommunications carriers that have not elected to be regulated pursuant 
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to market regulation differently from telecommunications carriers that have elected to be 

regulated pursuant to market regulation because that is precisely what the Public 

Utilities Act (PUA) requires.  Notwithstanding the Competitive Providers’ assertions, the 

PUA clearly and unequivocally creates different regulations for telecommunications 

carriers that have elected to be regulated pursuant to market regulation than for those 

that have not.  For example, Electing Providers are required to provide certain specified 

optional packages of services or consumer safe harbor options.  (220 ILCS 5/13-

506.2(d))  No such requirement is imposed on telecommunications carriers that have 

not elected to be regulated pursuant to market regulation.  More pointedly, as the 

Competitive Providers recognize, the specific service quality requirements of Section 

13-712 do not apply to telecommunications carriers that have elected to be regulated 

pursuant to market regulation as they do to telecommunications carriers that have not 

elected to be regulated pursuant to market regulation.  (220 ILCS 5/13-506.2(k) and CP 

Comments at 2)  Despite the Competitive Providers claims to the contrary, the PUA 

unequivocally and indisputably provides for disparate treatment between 

telecommunications carriers that have and have not elected to be regulated pursuant to 

market regulation. 

The Competitive Providers assertions about parity between the service quality 

requirements imposed in Section 13-712 on telecommunication carriers that have not 

elected market regulation and the service quality requirements imposed on 

telecommunication carriers that have elected market regulation in Section 13-506.2(e) 

are simply incorrect.  (CP Comments at 2-3)  In particular, Section 13-712 requirements 

apply to residential and business lines used for local exchange telecommunications 
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service, while Section 13-506.2(e) requirements apply only to retail competitive 

residential stand-alone network access lines and residential safe harbor options.  Thus, 

business lines which are mandated for inclusion in the Commission’s service quality 

rules for telecommunications carriers that are non-Electing Providers are excluded from 

the service quality requirement imposed upon Electing Providers.  Conversely, Section 

13-506.2(e) applies service quality requirements to residential safe harbor options, 

options that carriers that have not elected market regulation are not required to provide.  

Also, Section 13-712 specifies requirements that “at a minimum,” the 

Commission must include in its rules, while Section 13-506.2(e) specifies requirements, 

but omits such “at a minimum” discretionary language.  In fact, Section 13.506.2(f) 

enforces this difference by including language that specifies that, with respect to the 

regulation of Electing Provider’s competitive retail telecommunications services, the 

Commission does not have jurisdiction over service quality (even in areas where prior to 

PA 96-0927 it did) unless expressly stated in Section 13-506.2.  Section 13-712 

requires the Commission to require quarterly quality of service performance 

measurement and customer credit reports, while Section 13-506.2(e) requires quarterly 

reporting of customer credits and annual reports of performance data for such 

measures.   

It is because of the statutory differences in the PUA between the service quality 

requirements imposed on Electing Providers and the service quality requirements 

imposed on telecommunications carriers that have not elected market regulation that 

Commission Staff recommended that the Commission create different code parts to 

address service quality requirements of Electing Providers and non electing 
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telecommunications carriers.   Even if one ignores all differences other than the fact that 

Section 13-712 applies to certain business services, while Section 13-506.2(e) does not 

apply to any business services, the service quality requirements imposed in the 

Commission’s rules on Electing Providers and non electing telecommunications carriers 

must, by statute, differ. 

In sum, the Competitive Providers claim that the proposed amendments to Part 

730 adopted by the Commission creates disparity where none exists in the PUA is 

incorrect. As explained above, there are unequivocal and indisputable differences 

specified in the PUA between the way that telecommunications carriers that have and 

have not elected to be regulated pursuant to market regulation are regulated, 

particularly as concerns service quality.  These differences are appropriately reflected in 

the proposed amendments to Part 730 adopted by the Commission and the Competitive 

Providers assertions to the contrary should be rejected.  Furthermore, the Competitive 

Providers have it within their power to be regulated pursuant to market regulation and 

remove all disparity in treatment between them and Electing Providers.  Ironically, it is 

the desire to avoid additional requirements imposed on Electing Providers, such as 

requirements to offer safe harbor options, which presumably causes the Competitive 

Providers to decline market regulation and the regulatory parity they allegedly seek 

through these proceedings.  

 
 
CONCLUSION 

 For all the above reasons, Staff respectfully recommends that the Commission 

reject in its entirety the Competitive Providers comments and arguments regarding the 
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alleged deficiencies with the rulemaking.  

 

Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
/s/      
JAMES OLIVERO 
JANIS VON QUALEN 
 
Counsel for the Staff of the Illinois 
Commerce Commission 

 
December 7, 2011 
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